Ethical aspects of dental care for demented patients. Methodological considerations.
Management of demented patients who forcefully refuse dental treatment may cause ethical dilemmas and arouse feelings of frustration and anxiety in the dentist. The aim of this study is to develop and evaluate an appropriate method for analysing ethical problems in dentistry for demented patients. A taperecorded transcribed semistructured interview was performed with four experienced and competent hospital dentists. A phenomenological-hermeneutic method was used in the analysis of the narratives and the structured parts of the interviews compared with the interpretation of the narratives to focus on each interview as a whole. The dentists' professional task in dentistry for severely demented patients are both treating and caring. They have to make the treatment decision and also perform the treatment task. This may contribute to the results of this study that hospital dentists' concept in conflict situations are very vague. The results and tendencies of this study disclose a need for further knowledge about the handling of ethical conflicts in dental management of severely demented patients. With some modifications the narrative method and the analysis model used in this study are suitable in further studies.